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"Only lung contribution save Benji: "Do commands and let him live
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Benji Hockley, a new immigrant from England and father of three little girls,
kept his illness secret from those around him. Recently his condition deteriorated
significantly and that sealed his doctors had days left to live unless he found new
lung. His family now calls to families their loved ones had died: "Let Benjie
chance to live." Even the Chief Rabbi Lau exceptional reading out lung donation
for Benji
Dr. Itay Gal
Benji Hockley who immigrated to Israel from London and only dying of lung transplant
will save his life. Now his call for desperate families who lost their loved ones: "Do puzzled, signed a
."card Ad"i and allowed crowns organs

Watch: Debra Hockley challenge you to sign a card to save her husband Eddie Benji

Debra, the wife of Benji, public reading

Hockley, 34, served as a real estate analyst in London. He moved to Israel in 2009 with his wife, Debra,
.and they gave birth to three daughters. Cystic fibrosis born with it began to be felt only in recent years

:Stamps Now
The signing of Eddie card online  click here
Although many medications and hospitalizations, hid his illness Hockley their relatives. "He refused to
stop his life due to the disease," says his brother Josh, "he believed any given moment there is someone
".in a more difficult from him. He refused to let the disease take over and refused to give her
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(Benji, Debra and girls. Trying to save the life of Josh (Courtesy of the family
Before last Purim further deteriorated condition, when he developed respiratory failure. He has been
hospitalized since a very difficult situation when doctors sealed that without an urgent lung transplant, it
.will not survive beyond a few days
All his life Benji made all for giving to others," says Josh, "He did not stop to worry about others and"
was involved in a lot of charity. This was the motto of his life, and he believed that he should make the
best of what you have. We hope that families Flounder, will one great commandment for him, and give
" .Benjie a chance to survive

Benji hospital. "We hope that the families of indecision, do one great
(commandment for him, and give Benjie a chance of life" (Courtesy of the family

Debra wife does not leave her husband for a moment and taking care of him from his sickbed, begins her
impassioned plea: "nothing left to live for a long time, give it a chance, and if you're undecided  did the
".commandment, and signed the card Ad"i rescue

Fail to live up to the fifth decade of life
Over 600 Israelis CF patients ", an inherited disease that causes changes in the pancreas and health
generated by occluding proximity provisions, recurring infections and persistent damage to these organs
.followed
External provision glands produce in healthy people sparse and slippery secretions, including sweat,
mucus, tears, saliva and digestive juices. The provisions play an important role in maintaining normal
body functions. In patients with cystic fibrosis glands produce secretions external provision thick and
.sticky that adversely affect vital functions such as breathing and digestion

Chief Rabbi Lau calls lung donation Benjie

Usually admitted to hospital once a year for many in isolated rooms in hospitals, due to resistant bacteria
which are infected risking their lives. They are connected to the oxygen around the clock, taking dozens
of medications, antibiotics, inhalations and others suffering from the destruction of the pancreas also have
.diabetes and are required to balance their blood glucose using insulin injections
Over the years, going to the hospital and their condition deteriorates. Until a few years ago, life
expectancy of patients has not passed the age of 28. Thanks to new treatments for some patients currently
.fail even to reach the fifth decade of life. But the only way to heal is through a transplant
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